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Abstract. Presidential Election (Pilpres) 2019 which has been passed on 17 April 2019 

which is being widely discussed in cyberspace, electronics and social media, one of them 

is on Twitter. Before the voting, there were many opinions and opinions about the 2019 

presidential candidates who had their respective advantages, one that could be relied on 

in terms of popularity. Social media is one place for an effective and efficient campaign 

but raises many good, positive and negative opinions. In this study, it is expected to be 

able to see opinions in the community that contain positive and negative sentiments. 
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1  Introduction 

The 2019 Presidential Election has been passed but for the winner of the 2019 Election 

results have not been announced by the KPU. If based on the Quick Count of 5 survey 

institutions, the average result of winning Jokowi - Maruf is 54% and Prabowo - Sandi is 45% 

[1], on the KPU website, the results for the Jokowi - Maruf are 54.89% and Prabowo - 

Passwords are 45.11% [2] but they have not been based on calculations and the official 

announcement of the 2019 Election from the KPU because the time in official calculations is 

at most 35 days [3]. If you look back before the nomination of the 2019 Presidential Election 

the names of candidates have been discussed in the real world and the virtual world. 

The development of social media is so rapid from Facebook, Twitter, Path, Instagram, 

Twitter and others [4]. Social media is not only used for friendship but other activities such as 

trade promos to campaigns. Twitter is a communication tool that is still popular among 

internet users, even though it is recognized that it is still under Facebook and Instragram [4]. 

However, there are still many Twitter users who use it, there are 126 million users per day 

during the fourth quarter [5]. 

Twitter users in the campaigns before and after the 2019 Presidential nomination became a 

widely used event. Many hashtags are scattered on Twitter from "2019TetapJokowi", 

"2019GantiPresident", "2019PrabowoPresiden", "2019TetapJKW" and etc [6]. But from all 

that there is one side also campaigned on Twitter from this Presidential Election, namely in 

terms of popularity and religious support [7]. Actually the issue of religion has been used for a 

long time, especially in the 2017 DKI Jakarta Regional Election, moreover it is so thick in 

blasphemy in the leadership style [9]. In the 2019 Presidential Election, religious issues are 

still used [10], so the term Black Campaign in the world of social media is unstoppable. In 

fact, the religious issue in the 2019 Election is arguably the most severe during the elections 

that have been rolled out [11]. 

Sentiment analysis is an analysis that identifies users like likes, dislikes, comments and 

opinions which are then categorized into positive responses, neutral or neutral [12]. In this 
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study looking at sentiment analysis in seeing opinions to the 2019 Presidential Candidates 

which then the categories are divided into positive, neutral or negative. Thus, it can analyze 

sentiment as a method of predicting the victory of President 2019 in terms of popularity in 

terms of person. 

2  Related Research 

Text mining is still a part of data mining [13] even though there are fundamental 

differences between the two methods, namely structured and unstructured data [14]. Text 

mining is also one that provides solutions in the organization, organization and grouping and 

analysis of large amounts of unstructured data, text mining activities are also included in 

sentiment analysis [15] [16] [17]. 

Research related to sentiment analysis using Natural Language Processing [15] [16], Naive 

Bayes [17] [18] [19] [20] and Support Vector Machine [15] [18] with these three methods 

analyzing public opinion and dividing positive and negative. 

3  Proposed Method 

In getting a tweet in analyzing the sentiment analysis, then first create an account on the 

Twitter API that is linked to a Twitter account and the API authentication process is done 

using the Python language [21]. The Twitter App is used to collect tweets from Jokowi, 

Probowo and Religion from opinions based on the literature relating to the 2019 Presidential 

Election. In taking tweets, the Twitter API accepts parameters and provides Twitter account 

data instead. Retrieving data Tweets are stored in a database that has follow like twitter_id, 

hashtag, tweet, retweet. From all of that, tweet data is collected, then analyzed and 

synchronized in positive or negative ways. 

The process of retrieving API data that has been collected and stored in a database. 

 
Fig.1. Process in Tweet Sentiment Analysis
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Table 1. Hastag Used in Sentiment Analysis 

Hashtag 

#Pemilu2019 #Pilpres2019 #IndonesiaMemilih 

 

For sentiment analysis, using as many as 500 tweets, which means taking the existing Top 

500 tweets. In seeing the results of sentiment analysis by defining the formula below: 

if   (all_polarity/500 > 0 ): print(all_polarity/500) print("") print("Positive") 

else: 

print(all_polarity/500) print("") print("Negative") 

With the print function, there are 2 results polarity is used to see how positive and negative 

a text and subjectivity are to see the value of a tweet whether as an opinion or as a fact. If the 

higher subjectivity means that the tweet can be considered as an opinion while the higher the 

polarity, the more positive the tweet is. An algorithm for viewing  sentiment analysis using 

Python is shown below : 

import tweepy 

from textblob import TextBlob 

consumer_key= "4VehWDCXayD00b8vgcZvylroq" 

consumer_secret="JVaiLnyXgr9i1IIy6JCjx9xptTxAzJZzaXh8Y4W8BYUWUbh88T" 

access_token="187778257-osbPoaGv48SbxNLXIxJr545Q2kAwYcFgNoOEp0qp" 

access_token_secret= "AqdmEkLLDhGLZ5p2AluihT1HXljXf0zYKYEukv0NOV1Fx" auth = 

tweepy.OAuthHandler(consumer_key, consumer_secret) auth.set_access_token(access_token, 

access_token_secret) 

api = tweepy.API(auth) 

public_tweets = api.search(q=["Prabowo", "Pemilu2019"], count=1500) all_polarity = 0 

for tweet in public_tweets: print(tweet.text) 

analysis = TextBlob(tweet.text) 

an = analysis.translate(from_lang='id', to='en') print(an.sentiment) 

all_polarity += an.polarity print("") 

if (all_polarity/1500 > 0 ): print(all_polarity/1500) print("") print("Positive") 

else: 

print(all_polarity/1500) print("") print("Negative") 

4  Discussion 

Using 500 tweets with the Jokowi, Popular and hashtag keywords in table 1, use the search 
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API below: 

Table 2. Search for Tweets in Python 

Keyword 

Jokowi #Pilpres2019 Prabowo #Pilpres2019 

Jokowi #Pemilu2019 Prabowo #Pemilu2019 

Jokowi #IndonesiaMemilih Prabowo #IndonesiaMemilih 

Jokowi #Noblackcampain Prabowo #Noblackcampain 

Jokowi #Indonesiabisa Prabowo #Indonesiabisa 

Jokowi #NKRI Prabowo #NKRI 

 

 

 

Fig.2. Grafic in Sentiment Analysis 

 

Table 3. To See The Calculation of Tweet Data 

Jokowi #Pilpres2019 0.00025 Prabowo #Pilpres2019 0 

Jokowi #Pemilu2019 0 Prabowo #Pemilu2019 0 

Jokowi #IndonesiaMemilih 0 Prabowo #IndonesiaMemilih 0 

Jokowi #Noblackcampain 0 Prabowo #Noblackcampain 0 

Jokowi #Indonesiabisa 0.007817 Prabowo #Indonesiabisa 0 

Jokowi #NKRI 0.00159 Prabowo #NKRI 0 

If we see that it is true that the popularity shown in Jokowi is seen in the  #Indonesiabisa 

and #NKRI literature, both the value and response are quite good. 
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